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Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) networks, specifically Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs), are central to enhancing road safety

by improving vehicle visibility, particularly when traditional onboard sensors fall short. The crucial role that VANETs play in

modern transportation systems is increasingly being recognized, with the ability to facilitate real-time communication

between vehicles, improving situational awareness, and thereby enhancing road safety. However, the accuracy, integrity

and security of these data are of paramount importance, as any inaccuracies or compromises could lead to incorrect

hazard perception and possibly catastrophic consequences. Hence, substantial effort is required to maintain these data

characteristics while enabling efficient and rapid data exchange.
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1. Introduction

In a digitally evolving world, the role of vehicles as communicators within the technological matrix has given rise to

Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications. This new communication paradigm, among other innovations, has birthed

the Internet of Vehicles, which enables data exchange among vehicles, infrastructure, and the environment . In fact,

data exchange among vehicles is the most relevant and promising technology. Therefore, it receives a specific name:

Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communications. Different authors  proposed that V2V communication will be essential to

improve road safety and traffic efficiency.

V2V communications cannot create fixed networks (as vehicles are mobile) but rather ad hoc networks whose structure

evolves dynamically according to the vehicles’ movement. Specifically, Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) and related

systems, similar to Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs), consist of vehicles, Roadside Units (RSUs), and a Trusted

Authority (TA) acting as mobile nodes  and exchanging data about traffic, each vehicle’s status, etc. These networks,

among other advantages, enhance autonomous vehicle decision making by providing environmental data for proactive

hazard measures .

2. Obstacle Detection and Mapping in Vehicle-to-Vehicle Networks

Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) networks, specifically Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs), are central to enhancing road safety

by improving vehicle visibility, particularly when traditional onboard sensors fall short . The crucial role that VANETs

play in modern transportation systems is increasingly being recognized, with the ability to facilitate real-time

communication between vehicles, improving situational awareness, and thereby enhancing road safety . These

networks are fundamentally built upon the exchange of obstacle map data, providing valuable information about potential

road hazards, enabling advanced warning systems, and fostering overall safer driving conditions. However, the accuracy,

integrity and security of these data are of paramount importance, as any inaccuracies or compromises could lead to

incorrect hazard perception and possibly catastrophic consequences . Hence, substantial effort is required to maintain

these data characteristics while enabling efficient and rapid data exchange .

The investigation of obstacle detection for vehicles has a rich history, dating back to the 1980s and 1990s, before the

advent of autonomous driving technology . Initial techniques focused primarily on obstacle detection to avoid

collisions, often neglecting the crucial aspect of data exchange between vehicles. However, technological advances have

reshaped this domain. High-resolution cameras and sophisticated sensors such as LIDAR have elevated detection

methods, considerably enhancing their reliability and accuracy . Consequently, evolved detection methods provide a

more comprehensive understanding of the driving environment, contributing significantly to reducing collision incidents .
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Despite these advances, challenges remain to secure an efficient exchange of obstacle data, which is crucial for the

comprehensive functionality of V2V networks. Thus, blockchain technology, known for its security and the decentralization

advantages, has seen its application in the V2V communication space. But, still, its potential to enable coordinated

obstacle mapping, a significant aspect of VANETs, is often neglected . Nevertheless, blockchain has been

successfully employed in other VANET subsystems mostly as enabling technology for secure data transmissions or key

exchange.

Expanding on exciting and innovative research in blockchain-enabled V2V communication systems, several researchers

have presented promising methods and architectures to enhance security and efficiency within VANETs. Shrestha et al.

 introduced a novel blockchain system that ensures secure message exchange within VANET. The system utilizes

blockchain’s immutability and transparency features to validate the authenticity of transmitted messages, thereby

improving the trustworthiness of VANET communications. Furthermore, Ma et al.  proposed a decentralized key

management mechanism that provides robust security in VANET. Leveraging the blockchain’s decentralized nature, the

authors built a system that eliminates single points of failure, thereby enhancing the robustness and reliability of key

management in VANET. Additionally, Luo et al.  present a blockchain-enabled trust-based location privacy protection

scheme in VANET. This scheme uses blockchain to create a decentralized, trust-based model that protects user privacy

while ensuring secure V2V communication. But none of these solutions is designed to protect obstacle information or

ensure efficiency or scalability.

Only a very few authors have reported blockchain-enabled secure obstacle mapping solutions in VANETs. The Starling

system  is probably the most promising and popular. Starling is an innovative solution designed to improve road safety.

This system leverages the strengths of blockchain technology, offering secure storage and retrieval of road obstacle data

. The system design aims to minimize the traditional problems associated with obstacle data exchange , paving the

way for safer and more efficient V2V communications. The proposed Starling system is built on an open-layered

architecture that encompasses six autonomous subsystems in three hierarchical layers (see Figure 1). This layout

provides a structured and efficient network for communication, making the system capable of handling complex V2V

communications with ease .

Figure 1. Subsystem decomposition model of the standard Starling system.

The Starling system involves three central actors: vehicles, vehicle owners, and enforcement authorities. Each actor has

unique roles and requirements within the network, which dictates their unique interaction with the system . Figure 2
represents those interactions. Vehicles communicate with the system via the VehicleClient interface, which is situated

within the system’s topmost layer, the Client Layer. This interface allows vehicles to access the Obstacle Repository

located in the Obstacle Layer, enabling them to record and retrieve obstacle data . This feature allows for a more

dynamic and adaptive navigation system, thereby improving traffic efficiency and safety. An additional utility provided by

the VehicleClient interface is the VehicleIdentifier. Enforcement authorities can solicit this identifier during investigations,

instilling accountability and encouraging responsible driving behaviors . This accountability measure serves to protect

the integrity of the system and enhance the safety it provides.
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Figure 2. Analysis object model of Starling system.

But Starling and the other prior solutions encountered issues such as high latency in alias generation, inefficient V2V and

Vehicle-to-RSU communication due to the limited presence of Roadside Units (RSUs), and increased computational costs

from nodes vying to add blocks to the blockchain . All these open problems result in a very poor scalability and

efficiency, which prevents the implementation of these novel schemes in real transportation applications.
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